Thank you for purchasing our Dondo® GPS
tracker for pets. This document contains
instructions to help you using your new
device in a simple and fast way.
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If you need more information visit our
website www.dondo.es where you can find
more information and a more detailed user
manual.
1. CONTENT OF THE BOX
In the box you can find your new Dondo
GPS tracker, this user manual, a micro USB
charging cable and a clip to attach your
device to the pet collar or harness.

Your new Dondo tracker includes a SIM card
which needs to be activated to receive the
tracker’s position in your Smartphone.
Please go to www.dondo.es/en/activate
and follow the instructions to active your
SIM card.

After registration you can use your Dondo
opening the APP and waiting to receive the
tracker position in the location screen.
Remember that the tracker must be located
outside buildings and within an area with
GSM signal. Depending on the GPS signal
first tracker position could be received
immediately or after some minutes.
If you need further assistance don’t hesitate
to contact us at info@dondo.es
8. APP MAIN FUNCTIONS
• Tracking:
Go to the location screen to see your pet
position in the map. Location will be shown
in a green point with time and date.
• Geo-fence:
You can define a security fence with the
APP. If your pet is out of the geo-fence your
Dondo will send an alert to your smartphone.

5. EMAIL CONFIRMATION

Keep the ON button pressed during some
seconds until green and blue lights are
lighting.

Once the registration process is finished you
will receive a confirmation email. If this
email is not in your inbox check your spam
folder; please take note that the email
sender is our server "Litguardian". In order
to confirm your registration you must click
in the confirmation link and wait for the
confirmation screen.

2. CHARGING THE DEVICE
A full charge of the battery is necessary
before using your Dondo the first time.
Please let it charge during at least 4 hours
this first time; a 2 hours charge will be
enough for next times. Charging your
tracker is very easy: just plug the micro USB
cable to the device and to the power
adapter. Led indicators will be turned on,
showing that your Dondo is charging. When
the red led starts flashing your device will
be fully charged.

6. USING THE APP
You must use your registered email and
password to enter in the APP.
4. APP REGISTRATION
Download our APP "Dondo GPS" from
Google Play or Apple Store. Open it and
press "REGISTRATION" to proceed with the
registration form.
Complete the required information with
your email and password, click "agree" in
the user agreement and finally press
"Registration" to receive the confirmation
email.

www.dondo.es

7. YOUR DONDO IS READY!

3. TURN YOUR TRACKER ON

• Historical route (trail):
You can see historical routes between two
ranges.
• APP time zone setting:
Check if the time shown is correct or set
your right time zone.
• Notifications and alarms:
You can activate alarms in the APP to be
warned if your Dondo is out of the security
Geo-fence or if the battery of your tracker is low.
• Navigation (Go here):
This option will open Google Maps to show
the best route between you and your Dondo
GPS tracker. Just click in "Go here" in the
position information.
• Authorized accounts:
Authorize your family or friends to let them
track your Dondo.
• Unbind your Dondo:
If you want to unbind your Dondo from your
APP just go to the main screen and click in the
upper side where your ID tracker is indicated.
A confirmation screen will be shown.

9. ATTACHING THE CLIP

10. LED LIGHTS

Attaching your tracker to the pet collar or
harness is very easy. Place the clip to the
tracker. Put the sideboards up and then
attach the clip to the tracker like in the
picture below.

Your tracker has 3 led lights, one is for the
GPS tracking, other is for the GSM network
and third one is for the battery level.

When you enter in the APP the first time you
will be prompt to add your Dondo. Click in
"Install inmediately" to bind your tracker. In
the next screen you must include your ID
tracker manually (in the box) or through the
QR code of your tracker.
Once you add your Dondo ID proceed to
indicate the use for your tracker (Apply
range: pet) and enter the phone number of
the SIM card included in your Dondo. If you
didn't activate your SIM card yet, please go
to www.dondo.es/en/activate. Finally click
"submit" to finish your registration.
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If you need more information please visit
www.dondo.es. You can also follow us on
twitter as @dondogps and on Facebook,
www.facebook.com/dondogps
Legal note: "Dondo" and its logo are brands registered by
Contento Bengala, S.L. This company sells the tracker device
called "Dondo". “Dondo” includes a SIM card, but it's
responsibility of the customer to contract a Data plan that let the
tracker sends its position. Applications for smartphones to control
the device are not responsibility of Contento Bengala, S.L. and
belong to third parties, so so Contento Bengala, S.L. is not
responsible for its correct operation, availability or collection
policy. Contento Bengala, S.L. CIF: B87421103 Juan Bravo, 3A.
28006. Madrid. Spain.
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